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Al-Nabi al-dawlawi? 

On the Role of the Prophet in IS and other jihadi Subcultures

To begin with a line of a poem: „What mystery pervades a well! That water lives so far...“ 1 reading

it slightly different as Emily Dickinson intended, we will climb down in a bloody abyss to look a

special case of the living prophet nowadays and some mysteries related to it.2

Climbing down in this abyss is evidently less pleasant than to look other aspects of contemporary

ways  of  contextualizing  the  prophet.  Nevertheless,  researching  this  aspect  is  necessary  to

understand all di-mensions of contemporary representations of the Prophet Muḥammad.

Introductory Remarks

Since we are talking about the „Islamic State“: Recent research on rebel administrations/states hint

at a certain statehood in territories controlled by Jihadis3, a proto-state at least to leave the discus-

sions emerging from the needs of legitimizing warfare against IS by declaring that IS is no state at

all, a militia, etc. aside, we will simply follow the practice of the members and followers to call this

entity al-dawla and it Islamic State. The loss of territory of the IS-caliphate does not affect our re-

search since it is a research on online communication. The loss of offline territory does not mean a

loss of online territory. In terms of territory it may mean a transformation of territorial control to a

flexible  control  of  changing  territories,  sometimes  temporal,  i.  e.,  operations  at  night,  not  in

daylight.

Turning to the prophet, we will have to face the first problem: Take an organization – i. e., IS – and

its motto: “al-khilāfa ʿalā minhāj al-nubuwwa“, the caliphate following the method of prophethood,

and you do have a very clear hint at the centrality of nubuwwah, of prophethood, as a core idea of

this organisation – as so does its seal . But what about minhāj and its relation to prophethood? 

1 Dickinson, Poems, 599 (poem 1400).
2 I am very grateful to the most valuable comments of Stefan Reichmuth and David Jordan. The first version
of this text has been presented at the conference The Prophet and the Modern State at the Ruhr University
Bochum, Germany, May 2018.
3 See for a balanced view Donker, „Dschihadismus und Governance in Nordsyrien“.



Minhāj in modern times is different from, e. g., the use of the concept in pre-modern Islam. Simply

think of al-Nawawī‘s Minhāj al-ṭālibīn, just to take the title of a book as an example. To cut a long

discussion short I will refer to  minhāj  here following William E. Shepard as an all-encompassing

system, a methodology to organize all aspects of life.4

It is  important is to bear in mind that jihadism not a homogenous phenomenon not changing over

time. IS is the outcome of process of ISI turning ISIS, than turning IS and turning IS 2.0 in the fu-

ture. Thus using concepts ignoring the histories of this subcultures would be an analytical fallacy

leading to a loss of understanding of the phenomena studied.5

Prophetic Justice turned Jihadi Justice

One of the few writers writing on the theology of IS (and al-Qa‘ida) wrote about the difference of

the classical prophetic project and the jihadi prophetic project:

„However, IS6 does more; it twists the Islamic civilizational project and sujugates God‘s love and

mercy to His justice. It reduces God‘s sovereignty superficial and mechanical rendition of the law,

and it makes sacrifice of self and other an aim in itself. Which brings us back full circle to the

political theology of IS, and the legitimacy it claims at a formative foundational moment where

sovereignty derives from God himself and not just from God‘s laws.

The  author  of  Idarat  al-Tawahhush7 argues  that  God  sends  prophets  to  alert  people  to  the

consequences of their actions. […] As such, jihad becomes ‚more merciful to humanity than directly

bearing the enormous torrent of God. This is why God ordained that those who deserve punishment

shall be tormented by the hands of the believers.‘

This is a twisted model of prophetic justice, one that contends that God inflicts suffering on a large

scale,  and that his  mercy and compassion ar neither through an embodied God who suffers on

behalf of humanity, nor through prophets who guide and remind, but through jihad, which afflicts

limited pain to avert larger suffering. However, IS goes further and combines the immediacy of

prophetic justice […] This opportunistic combination of models of prophetic and messianic justice

alleviates the burden of having to deliver real justice.“8

4 Shepard, „Islam as a ‚System‘ in the later Writings of Sayyid Qutb“.
5 One of the few exceptions is Ould Mohamedou, A Theory of ISIS.
6 Shortened here and later on by RL.
7 A text from the subculture of al-Qa‘ida playing an important role in IS.
8 Dallal, The Political Theology, p.33. See also Lohlker, Theology.



Guidance of IS, not the Guidance of the Prophet

Dallal‘s  understanding of the theology of IS opens up a perspective to analyze the role of the

prophet in IS and the difference to the role in al-Qa‘ida. A thesis at hand is the changing priority in

IS: 1) God, 2) jihad, and 3) prophet. But do we have empirical evidence to corroborate this thesis?

Empirical Research

For the following remarks,  we will  follow the results  of empirical research of online resources

linked  to  IS  for  reliable  information  and  not  on  impressions  gleaned  from  sources  selected

randomly, the usual way jihadism research is done. Our research focuses on quantitative data. Thus

the study of  the content and way of using Hadiths and references to the  prophet is not to expected



here.9 To give some preliminary results of a research of some of the around 300 jihadist channels

that are monitored constantly researching for occurrences of nabī, rasūl and related expressions in

channels on telegram officially or unofficially related to IS:10

a) „May 10, 2018, taktīkāt ʿaskariyya11: O God, make us among those who will order what is re-

commended  and  forbid  was  reprehended!  On  the  authority  of  Abu  Saʿīd  al-Khudrī  and  Abū

Hurayra, God may be pleased by them, that the prophet said etc.“ This post is crossposted in other

channels and groups on telegram.

Characterization: Simple Hadith quotation. 

b) „April 21, 2018, millat Ibrāhīm: In the name of God, the most gracious, the most merciful. Praise

be on the messenger of God, prayers, and peace upon him, from Muḥammad b. ʿAbdalwahhāb etc.

the tawḥīd the messenger is calling for etc.“

Characterization: The prophet is of minor importance compared to Muḥammad b. ʿAbdalwahhāb.

c) „April 8, 2018, zād-al-m-h-aj-r ilā rabb-h, on the authority of ʿAbdarraḥmān b. Samra: He said:

ʿUthmān came to the prophet etc. ʿĀʾisha said: The messenger of God ... was“

Characterization: Simple Hadith quotation.

To summarize the findings from this first sample, we might say, the prophet or the messenger of

God is a resource for some quotations, but not relevant to the messages conveyed in these texts.

Taking into account that other Salafi, Wahhabi, and Jihadi channels on telegram have a far greater

occurrence of nabī and rasūl than the specific IS channels and groups, official and unofficial, – the

same holds true for nubuwwa (quotations of hadiths) etc. – we may start to put a question mark on

the assumed centrality of the prophet or prophethood for IS.

The perceived ‚thinness‘ of the communication and theology of IS may not be a disadvantage to it

but a complement of the flexibility of the operations of IS enabling it to expand across diverse local

contexts. 

9 A thorough study of Hadiths as used in jihadi subcultures will be finished next year.
10 The data is archived at the Oriental Institute, University of Vienna, Austria, in the Jihadism Database; see 
the article in this volume. Due to the increasing legal restrictions and political pressure on jihadism research 
no exact links are provided.
11The channels and groups on telegram are quoted by their Arabic titles,



„[T]he IS mode of expansion is pragmatic and flexible, able to adapt to different local contexts, fa-

cilitated by its ‘thin’ ideology, which is not constrained by a goal of attacking the far enemy, as was

the case for AQ Core. [...] One could argue that the‘IS model’ is less at odds with the agendas of lo-

cal jihadi groups. In this regard, IS is better attuned to (and is itself a product of) the changing na-

ture of jihadi insurgencies since the mid-2000s. Those were rooted in changing political economies

and the rise of jihadi groups operating in the grey zone between smuggling networks and jiha-

dism.“12

The „changing nature“ of jihadi activism and subcultures does not allow for the construction of a

homogenous object of study called ‚jihadism‘; the historical dimension has to be included in our

analysis. We will follow the pragmatic, ‚thin‘ application of Jihadi theology of violence13 as one

part of Jihadi communication being cohesive due to an underlying elaborate theological discourse.

The Jihadi re-presentation of the prophet is embedded in this framework.

 Online Research

The first period of research started in April 2018 and ended in December 2018. A second period

focussing on IS started in March 2019 Going back to 2016 when the move to  telegram became

more virulent the structure of the references to the prophet do not show any transformation. 

Taking into account that there is limited knowledge about the practice of jihadi communication on

telegram, an outline of this communication is needed. How do we understand the structure and role

of  telegram in  jihadi  communication? To quote Ali  Fisher,  one of the foremost data analyst  in

jihadism studies his research:

„looks at a network of 462 human verified Jihadist channels on Telegram and over 6,000 additional

Telegram channels and groups on which they draw. It demonstrates that the network is much bigger

and exhibits a greater level of interconnection than indicated by recent references to munasir  and

supposed Core Nashir Channels on Telegram. The post then highlights the ‘veil of silence’ that has

been cast over the majority of activity conducted by the Jihadist movement on Telegram – activity

12 Giustozzi, The Islamic State, 12, quoting Rey.
13 Political theology in terms of Dallal‘s approach.



which is primarily in Arabic, focuses on applied theology, and references a vast library of earlier

writing, audio and video.

The use of Telegram by the Jihadist movement has attracted the attention of politicians, who have

called on platform owners to deny the movement ‚safe spaces‘ – with inevitable push-back from

others including Telegram CEO Pavel Durov. At the same time, rumors circulate of Silicon Valley

Venture Capital Companies looking to invest in Telegram, while many column inches have been

filled with the usual punditry and superficial commentary about ISIS and social media. ...

The  often  referenced  Nashir  and  other  news  related  channels  are  a  natural  starting  point  for

analysing Jihadist groups. Many of this type of channel allows users to see the other followers who

are also members of that channel. Network Analysis shows the real number of (core) users in the

network (6,266 users)  and the clusters  of  users  (blue dots)  who make similar  combinations  of

choices about the channels to follow (orange dots).  …  (some of the) Channels … focus on the

formally branded content distributed via Nashir and Amaq channels. Those channels on the left tend

to blend the formally branded content with a greater level of supporter generated and affiliated

media  foundation  content.  Far  from being less  important,  due  to  being  ‘unofficial’ as  is  often

presented, this blending of content reflects the shared purpose, rather than shared organisational

structure, as had been outlined by Abu Mus’ab as-Suri over a decade ago.“14

There are still IS-related media available online. We will look into the changes occuring in Winter

2018/19 in our overview of the second research period at the end of this chapter. For the sake of

brevity,  I  will  leave out video plat-forms because of the scarce data  available for our purpose.

Videos mentioning the prophet the same way it will be described in what it follows. 

Specific  platforms  of  jihadi  communications  are  availbale.  There  are  many  jihadi  magazines

published via telegram. E. g., take the most important Arabic-language magazine of IS an-Naba‘,

No. 172 is out at the time of writing these lines.15 Only a few infographics and one part of Q&A

article mention the prophet. Again jihadis are using, esp., Hadith literature as a resource for short

quotations. 

English and magazines in other languages do have some more examples of mentioning the prophet

– although very short – hinting at different audiences. Arabic-speaking magazines are much more

concerned with news on warfare etc. not needing messages on the messenger of God, since it is

14 Fisher,  „How  well  established  is  the  Jihadist  Movement  on  Telegram?“.   The  transcription  in  this
quotation has not been adopted.
15 The title refers to Sura 78, another example of the Islamic coding of Jihadi communication.

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/telegram-knew-isis-communicate-paris-pavel-durov-a6742126.html


self-evident there are references in Jihadi discourses at least implicitly. Westerners do need more ex-

planations.

What are we facing? I assume it is the idea of an ideal community to be reconstructed, the break

with traditional Islam recast into a set of Lego bricks easily recombined into an Islamized moder-

nity, Islam being a reversed sign of modernity constructed as non-Islamic. The prophet is reduced to

a mere symbol of Islamicity with no reflexion or feeling, being the speaker of eternal truths, but dis-

appearing as a person – we are not talking about a historical person. The prophet of IS is simply an

equals sign saying it is Islamic because we find a Lego brick for our building „prophet“ written on

it. But, nevertheless, it is part of an elaborate system of communication.

This may become practical in an act like the burning of the Jordanian pilot and the contradictory

statements related to it (see below).

Lego bricks

How the Lego brick-Islam is applied by IS when referring to the prophet? Let‘s take a look in a

booklet with the promising title „The Prophetic State“, by an author writing under the name of Abū

Hamza Muhājir, then ‚Minister of War“ of the Islamic State in Iraq.16 

He collects some hadiths for his 38 pages booklet that may be useful for the description of the situ-

ation in Medina at the time of the prophet reducing the rich material of traditional literature to a

guide for constructing an Islamic state and creating the idea of the Medinan polis adding some, a

small  number of, quotations from older Islamic scholarly literature and some guidelines for IS-

mujāhids. If we want to compare it: It is the poor style of the writings of Muḥammad b. ʿAbdal-

wahhāb.

As we look at quantitative data, a look into the way of qouting Hadiths and ways selecting Hadith in

this booklet will not help to understand the importance – or not – of the references to the prophet for

IS.

We might say for this author the prophet and the entity founded by him serve as an example for IS.

It is not part of any discoursive process in IS. 

It is a simple recombination of quotations without engagement with the texts quoted, it‘s isolated

bricks put together with a structure supporting them. Surprising is the lack of any emotional re-

lationship to the prophet so dear to other forms of Islam.

16 al-Muhājir, al-Dawla al-nabawiyya.



Another example! A typical text for IS is a leaflet on a specific issue to be solved authoritatively by

„the dawla“. The „Diwan of iftāʾ and research“ of IS issued a four pages leaflet on the rules sla-

ves.17 The prophet appears first in the answer to question 5 with a short Hadith, saying it is allowed

to have sexual intercourse with pregnant slaves.“ Again in question 20 with another quotation of a

Hadith. In question 27 another Hadith is quoted combined with commentary from an older scholarly

work. In question 31 the last time the prophet is mentioned with another hadith on freeing slaves.

Out of 32 questions in this leaflet only four times there is a reference to the prophet, more to verses

of the Qur‘an and scholarly opinions. The quantity of references to the prophet seems to be negli-

gible.

Third example! In a leaflet on the „shar‘i“  hijāb, i. e., in the context of IS niqāb, an important sym-

bol of IS and its gender relations: no reference at all to the prophet.18

Fourth  example!  Another  leaflet  on  „Unbelief  emerging  from mingling  with  the  (unbelieving)

tyrant“ quotes many older scholars and, esp., writings of Muḥammad b. ʿAbdalwahhāb. The prophet

mentioned twice on seven pages. Muḥammad b. ʿAbdalwahhāb seems to be the preeminent re-

presentative of the „method of the prophet“, but this is not quite convincing outside the Arab Pen-

insula and the regions influenced by Wahhabi Islam.

Fifth and last one! In a short statement by ISIS (and it is ISIS, the incarnation before becoming

Islamic State without geographical area) on the pledge of allegiance, we read a longer hadith. But

this is the only brick available for this part of the building of IS.

But how are these bricks put together in a practical situation like the one we mentioned before?

Burning Enemies

We will not discuss the interpretation of the following Hadiths, since this may make sense for a

theological discussion, but does not help an understanding of the problem we are discussing here.19

We are talking about the case of a Jordanian fighter pilot burned alive by IS.20

Let‘s start with a well-known statement in al-Bukhārīs Ṣaḥīḥ in the chapter: „Do not use the punish-

ment of God“:

17 A chapter on IS and slavery as a necessary characteristic of IS and its identity will be published in 2019.
18 Maktabat al-Himma, Shurūṭ.
19 In a historical perspective Marsham, „Attitudes to the Use of Fire in Executions in Late Antiquity and 
Early Islam“ demonstrates the longue durée of this punishment, 
20 See for a detailed analysis Lohlker, Theologie der Gewalt, 157-164.



It is told that the prophet ordered the burning of some enemies, but then canceled his decision say-

ing „only the lord of the fire (=god) punishes with fire“.21 It is a well known Hadith in present

times, so the writers of IS will have been aware of it. How comes these IS-scholars, representatives

of an organization claiming to follow „the method of the prophet/prophethood“ ignore a clear de-

cision of the prophet? 

Let us turn to an IS-Fatwa on the issue of burning! The question is asked is straightforward: „What

is the rule of an unbeliever (kāfir) burned to death?

The following Fatwa is introduced with a statement that Hanafi and Shafi‘i jurisprudents declare the

burning of enemies permissible – without constraints. The interdiction of burning by the prophet

was an expression of his humbleness (arab.  tawāduʿ). Then we read a quotation from the Hadith

commentary of Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī (d. 1449) saying the word of the prophet means not it is

forbidden to  burn enemies.  It  is  simply  an  expression  of  humbleness.  The quotation  continues

saying „the prophet burned out the eyes of the people of `Urayna with a hot iron (a case of lex

talionis) … and Khālid b. al-Walīd (d. 642) burned some of the followers of the ridda.“

The IS-scholars claim that the older scholars who forbid the burning of enemies make a methodo-

logical mistake not understanding that the burning out of eyes allow per analogiam allows every

kind of burning enemies.

The story is disseminated through articles, videos, texts, etc.22 

What is important here is that IS is pushing the prophet in the background, ignoring him, and sup-

porting this attitude by a highly selective reading of Islamic tradition and turning from the methodo-

logical premises of the old scholarly tradition to a simple recombination of selected quotations, a

Jihadi variety of the modern reification of knowledge.

This is not a completely new phenomenon in the history of Islamic thought but we may regard it as

a distinctively new framing resulting form a reification of Islamic knowledge in the form of easily

re-combinable elements applied to any given circumstances, be it economic, psychologic, scientific,

etc. What is lost, is a dynamic unity, plurality, relationship to other beings. Assembling rather dispa-

rate elements legitimizing any opinion is the reason for our use of Lego bricks as an adequate term.

To summarize this part of our analysis:

21 al-Bukhārī, Ṣaḥīḥ, 2; 61. 
22 We have other examples of burning alive prisoners of war by IS. Thus it may not be regarded as an 
isolated event. 



1) the prophet of IS is constructed in a different way than the ideas of the prophet in Islamic 

tradition and even today23;

2) the prophet IS-style is just a brand applied for IS;

3) other personalities are more important, esp., Abū Muṣʿab al-Zarqāwī, Usama bin Laden, and 

Muḥammad b. ʿAbdalwahhāb, as a historical personality.

The Youth of the Caliphate

Does IS – understood as an ecosystem, not as an organization – refer to the prophet at all? This may

be the crucial question of our analysis. Taking the new online journal „Youth of the Caliphate“ (ma-

jallat shabāb al-khilāfa) that has been published first in September 201824 as an example we easily

find for rasūl, nabī, and some other phrases:

No.1, p. 6: mentioning „the one sent with the sword as a blessing“ (al-mabʿūṯ bi‘l-sayf raḥmatan) in 

a variant of the basmala.

No.2, p. 3: rasūl in the basmala: p. 4: mentioning the prophets as a collective (anbiyāʾ) in a variant 

of the basmala. p. 9: mentioning „the one sent as a blessing“ (al-mabʿūṯ raḥmatan) in a variant of the

basmala; p.12: mentioning „the one sent with the sword as a blessing“ (al-mabʿūṯ bi‘l-sayf 

raḥmatan) in a variant of the basmala.

No. 3, p. 9-10: Hadith mentioning nabī. 

Summarizing this results we see the prophet being only mentioned as part of well-known formula,

the basmala. No active role of the prophet is mentioned.

23 To give a recent example: A Muslim music platform called Sound Vision promotes a program „The 
Prophet‘s Three C‘s of Success“ referring to the Prophet as a role model and presenting the exhibition 
„Peace movement of Muhammad“ as a comprehensive program for action based on the model of the prophet 
(https://www.soundvision.com) (retrieved December 22, 2018).
24 To be retrieved on several channels on telegram and archive.org. All issues archived at the Oriental 
Institute, University of Vienna, Austria.



Lover of Mujahids

Turning to a channel at telegram that appears to be marginal from the point of view of an outsider

but gives some insights into the history of mentalities of Jihadi subcultures. This channel is called

ʿāshiqa ♥ mujāhid – (lover ♥ mujahid -), to be read as „female lover of a Mujahid“.25 The title of the

channel indicates three aspects of Jihadi online communication: 1) the use of titles combining dif-

ferent characters making it difficult to detect Jihadi content automatically, 2) the cultures of signs

creating a new semiotic universe in online communication and hinting at the youth culture of part of

Jihadi subcultures, and 3) a still thriving Arabic-language Jihadi online communication.

The posts in this channel are in Arabic, in many posts Arabic dialect expressions are used. We may

categorize  the  language  used  as  intermediate  contemporary  Arabic,  a  very  good illustration  of

adressing Arabic sympathizers of Jihadi subcultures.  The description of the channel is speaking

about a woman loved by a Mujahid and that she has to be considered „to be among the happiest wo-

men on earth“.26 Visually this channel provides material for a kind of Jihadi eroticism presenting

women in niqāb looking to some extent seductive.

Searching as before for nabī and rasūl we will find few references to rasūl and nabī:

November 10, 2018: a lengthy report of a discussion on the merits and ways of the ablutions for 

prayer, both words are mentioned in quotations of hadiths.

November 21, 2018: a short post mentioning the celebrations on the occassion of the birth of the 

prophet (mawlid) and arguing that this is not to be regarded as a duty according to the sunna of the 

messenger of god.

November 23, 2018: quotation of a hadith introduced by „the messenger of god said“.

November 27, 2018: quoting the messenger on love.

December 4, 2018: a list on correct writing of Islamic formula mentioning the ḥamdala and critici-

zing the way some Muslims – the true Muslims, i. e., Jihadis – are writing it, e. g., writing „allāh 

Muḥammad“. This is to considered wrong since „Muḥammad is created (makhlūq)“.27 This may be 

read as an indication for a Jihadi view of the prophet as part of the created world and thus being in a

subordinated position. 

25 t.me/ashgmjhd (retrieved December 19, 2018)
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid. 



To summarize these findings we see a similar way of referring to the prophet as before as part of

quotations but not referring to him as a prominent active agent. This is expressed in the remark that

the prophet is a created being like other created beings.

Let us now turn to the second camp of the Jihadi subcultures! Analyzing the communication of

groups and persons related to al-Qa‘ida will help us to get an overall view of the prophet in these

subcultures. For reasons of a comparative analysis we will limit our research to the same timeframe

as before, the year 2018, and the platform telegram, the Jihadi communication hub online.

Ṣaḥīfat Ibāʾ

Since July 2018 the syrian Organization Hayʾat Taḥrīr al-Shām (HTS), former officially related to

al-Qa‘ida,  but now claiming to be independent28 a weekly magazine called  Ibāʾ.  The magazine

started with No. 0. Available is at the time of writing No. 27.

No. 0 of the magazine has no reference to the prophet at all. The magazine is covering military and 

political affairs related to Syria. The same result is to be found in No. 1, No. 5, No. 9, No. 13 and 

No. 22. 

How do we explain these findings? HTS is discussing military Jihad as a central element of their

fight but publishes a magazine that looks like a news bulletin of a mere military actor. Comparing it

to the older online Jihadism based on Jihadi fora being the backbone of the discussion of Jihadis

about religious matters this transformation is remarkable. The interpretation is a decision of the or-

ganization to offer a weekly bulletin to inform the population in the area controlled or influenced by

it very similar to the strategy of IS reporting on the military situation using magazines like al-Nabāʾ

(see above).

al-Muḥaysinī

Since al-Muḥaysinī may not be well known outside of the circles interested in the current Syrian

conflict, a longer excursus on his biography may be allowed:

28 For this transformation see Al-Tamimi, „The Formation of Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham and Wider Tensions in 
the Syrian Insurgency “.



„One of the most influential and well- known figures among Saudi foreign fighters in Syria is Dr.

ʿAbd Allāh bin Muhammad bin Sulaymān al-Muḥaysinī.29 According to al-Muḥaysinī’s autobio-

graphy, he was born in Buraydah (Qaṣīm region) in north-central Saudi Arabia. He became a hāfiẓ

(one who has memorized the entire Qur’an) by the age of 15. For his bachelors studies, he majored

in Shari‘a at the University of Umm al-Qurā in Mecca. He later completed his master’s and docto-

rate in comparative fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) at al-Imām Muḥammad ibn Saʿūd Islamic Universi-

ty in Riyadh, writing his dissertation on legal provisions affecting war refugees in Islamic fiqh. He

studied under a number of  shaykhs, including the controversial Shaykh Sulaymān al-ʿUlwān who

was arrested by Saudi authorities in 2004 for supporting al-Qa‘ida. After his studies, al-Muḥaysinī

was an imam and daʿiya (missionary) at the Qatar mosque in Mecca, Jāmiʿ Āl Thānī. 

Since the Syrian uprising became a civil war, al-Muhaysini has been involved with fundraising to

help the rebels procure weapons as well as assisting refugees.26 Unlike many other high-profile

clerics from the Gulf, al-Muhaysini—instead of just traveling to the frontlines for photo opportuni-

ties—moved to Syria around 2013. Al-Muḥaysinī claims no affiliation with any particular group,

but he has been seen with Umar al-Shishani, who is now a leader in the IS, and Abū al-Walīd al-

Muhājir of JN.30 Since the infighting between the IS and JN began in January 2014, al-Muḥaysinī

has distanced himself from the IS. While al-Muḥaysinī has been a presence on social media and has

become an important personality, he also is an actual player on the ground in Syria. For one, he has

fought and been injured in battle. More importantly, he set up the Daʿwa al-Jihād Center in Decem-

ber 2013, which has been involved with Islamic lessons, educating children, and aid. He also set up

the al-Fārūq training camp in March 2014, potentially as a reference to the infamous one in Afgha-

nistan pre-9/11. Additionally, al-Muḥaysinī  has been vocal in attempting to broker peace between

the IS and other rebel31 factions. Most notably, in late January 2014, al-Muḥaysinī tried to settle the

disputes through Mubādarat al-Umma (the Initiative of the Umma). Although the initiative failed

because the IS did not participate, it highlighted  al-Muḥaysinī’s stature since all of the other key

groups cooperated.“32

Al-Muḥaysinī is  still  influential  in Syria and trying to project himself  as an independent Jihadi

speaker33, but may be regarded close to HTS.

29 We adapted the transcription of Arabic names to the way used in this chapter. ISIL, an acronym for 
political reasons, is replaced by IS.
30 JN is an acronym for Jabhat al-Nuṣra, the former al-Qa‘ida affiliated organization in Syria, transformed 
into HTS to appear as an independent Syrian organization. (R. L.)
31 ‚Rebel‘ is a code used for Islamic anti-Asad forces regardless of their theo-political orientation,
32 Zelin, „The Saudi Foreign Fighter Presence in Syria“, 12. 
33 The description of his personal channel on telegram reads: „Islamic preacher with no affiliation to any 
party or faction“ (t.me/alm7aisni) (retrieved December 21, 2018).



Turning to his personal channel of telegram34 we will find at the time of writing35 85 posts mentio-

ning rasūl, 1 for nubuwwa, and one for nabī. Due to the number of posts, we will only give some

examples:

December 19, 2018: „the prophet said“ followed by a long quotation of a hadith; two paragraphs 

earlier we read „the companions of the messenger of God“.

December 16, 2018: „the messenger of God“ is mentioned and the prophet is referred to in a more 

general way on questions of purity.

December 13, 2018: referring briefly to the „messenger of God“.

November 17, 2018: referring to the „messenger of the lord of the human beings“.

October 26, 2018: quoting a Hadith mentioning the „messenger of God“.

October 16, 2018: quoting several Hadiths mentioning the „messenger of God“ and „the prophet“.

October 8, 2018: quoting a Hadith mentioning the „messenger of God“.

October 7, 2018: quoting a historical tradition mentioning the „companions of the messenger of 

God“.

September 26, 2018: mentioning „a prophetic Islam“ (islām nabawiyyan) and the treaty of al-

Ḥudaybiyya by the „messenger of God“.

September 19, 2018: quoting a Hadith mentioning „the prophet“.

Comparing our findings from the channel of al-Muḥaysinī to the other case studies we have to stress

the number of references to the prophet. Another aspect is the long way of quoting and the embed-

dedness of the Hadith quotations in a longer discourse, not used as „Lego bricks“.

Evidently, al-Muḥaysinī is following another style of representing the prophet much closer to con-

temporary mainstream Islam. Jihadi communication as studied here based on empirical research in-

to communication really taking place online appears to be heterogenous.

Islamic Studies?

34 t.me/alm7aisni; the channel has 26505 members, deduct one for the author of these lines.
35 December 21, 2018.



If we study this apparently heterogenous communication we may ask if there is anything Islamic in

it, since one of the most important element is not discernible as an important element: the prophet, i.

e., the intermediary of revelation?36 Is this communication relevant for Islamic Studies?37 

The most simple answer may be the subcultures this communication takes place in, is formed by

people thinking of themselves as Muslim, as part of the Islamic community, the umma, even if it is

a tiny faction of the larger umma, i. e., the community of the true believers. A more complex answer

would be the framing of this communication in the larger jihadi communication that is referring at

the  more  elaborate  religious  level  indeed  to  the  prophet.  If  we  are  restricted  for  comparative

purposes to the platform telegram we will easily detect a much more open reference to the prophet,

looking at the re-publication of the biography of the Prophet38, poems in praise of the Prophet, etc.

in other Jihadi channels on telegram.

The Jihadi representation of the Prophet can be described as the result of a multi-level process of

communication best to be described as a movement moving back and forth through several stations

all being part of the Jihadi theology of violence39:

issues influenced by comments

1) military situation/operational

art (territorial or guerilla 

warfare)

2), 3), 4), 5) part of 5), all other
aspects influenced 
by it

2) shahīds 1), 3), 4), 5) Part of 4) and 5), 
changing 
according to 
changes in 1)

3) anti-Shiism, anti-Semitism, 

anti-Theology, anti-Sufism…

1), 2), 4), 5) part of 5), but 
influencing all 
other aspects

4) apocalypticism (including 
slavery)

1), 2), 3), 5) part of 5), but 
influencing all 
other aspects

5) Jihadi theology (including 
Fatwas)

1), 2), 3), 4) cohesive structure 
of Jihadi 
subcultures

36 Wießner, „Offenbarung. Religionsphänomenologie“.
37 I am referring to a discussion at the conference.
38 Some of it done on Jihadi channels, but not IS-related ones.
39 Lohlker, Theologie.



Other elements may be added to this catalogue of the Jihadi imaginaire if needed and possible. All

these elements are part of a cohesive theological field influencing each other. If we are able to

identify a sociological stratum to these different forms of representations of the prophet we may

distinguish:

sloganeering using the Prophet as an element
of theology reduced to slogans

used by/for rank and file 
members of Jihadi subcultures

applied theology using the Prophet as part of 

Jihadi discourses in the context 

of operational art

used by/for Jihadi field 
commanders and strategists

engaging with revelation constructing theological 

discourses legitimizing the 

Jihadi projects

done by  Jihadi 
authors/theologians

Jihadism as an exception or not?

Since we may assume that any attempt to construct a jihadi exceptionality or even jihadism as a

specific phenomenon beyond Islam assumes a position of absolute knowledge of true Islam we can

decide  jihadism  as  being  Islamic  or  not,  any  understanding  leaving  theological  or  orientalist

positions will have to look for another position to define a framing that allows for another analysis

of the ways jihadis are pro-ducing meaning for their project.

In a comparative perspective we should take up for a deeper understanding of this jihadi meaning-

making Shahab Ahmeds conceptualization of Islam:

„By conceptualizing Islam as meaning-making for the self in terms of hermeneutical engagement

with Revelation to Muḥammad as Pre-Text, Text, and Con-Text—that is, with the entire phenome-

non and matrix of Revelation, rather than just the Text of Revelation—we are able, once and for all,

conceptually  to  account  for,  accommodate and understand the relationship between variety and

unity in human and historical Islam—and thus to conceptualize Islam in terms of coherent contra-

diction. Contradiction emerges into view as inherent to, arising directly from, and coherent with the

spatiality of Revelation as Pre-Text, Text, and Con-Text—that is, as dimensionally – and spatially –

differentiated expressions of the Truth of Revelation. This conceptualization maps onto the human



and historical reality of societies of Muslims in that it enables us to apprehend how Muslims allo-

wed for contrary norms and truth-claims to be seen and lived with as consonant with Islam: that is,

as Islamic. The proposed conceptualization of Islam, and the analytical habits that are cultivated by

it enable us now to use the term Islamic in a clear and meaningful way: something is Islamic to the

extent that it is made meaningful in terms of hermeneutical engagement with Revelation to Muḥam-

mad as one or more of Pre-Text, Text, and Con-Text.“40

Following Ahmed we may say a conceptualization that does not take into account the the „coherent

contradiction“ allows jihadis to open up a discussion about the true form of true Islam, a level of

discussion that has to left aside moving to another level of discussion – be it Islamic or not – that

allows for a discussion of a variantology of Islam.41

Thus, any contradiction emerging from jihadi subcultures does not have a decisive influence on the

analysis of jihadism, it is just part of the normality of Islamic (and other) religious traditions. No

essential meaning of Jihadi communication os to be looked for. The jihadi representation of the Pro-

phet means taking the prophet as part of the matrix of revelation, but not as an essential part of the

revelation and giving violent jihad the priority – at least for IS. This may be the true conceptual and

theological difference between salafism and jihadism.42 The prophet is important in theological or

theoretical discourses competing with other interpretations of Islam but not in jihadi communica-

tion itself, for jihadism the merging of violent jihad as the ultimate duty and any other element of

Islam is the meaning of true jihad. This intermediate position may be exemplified by al-Muḥaysinī.

Jihadi communication addressing a broader public in the Arabic speaking world does not focus on

the prophet but on military and political affairs. The prophet is part of the religious background but

not playing a pivotal role in Jihadi identity politics. The reference to God/allāh is far more relevant

in Jihadi communication of IS,  Jihadis  close to al-Qa‘ida will  be closer to  mainstream Islamic

positions.

The function of the prophet in exclusivist Islam43 is to be a sign of identity, not playing a role in

Islamic discourse and practice anymore. This may be an important symptom of the break of these

varieties of Islam with traditionalist representations of the prophet.

40 Ahmed, What, 405.
41 Lohlker, „Variantologie des Universellen“.
42 For this field see Lohlker, Die Salafisten and Lohlker, „Excluding the Other“. Taking into account a very 
lax approach tothe theologies of their subcultures by members of the Salafi tendency a blurring of the 
distinction between Salafism and Jihadism
43 See Lohlker, „Excluding the Other“.



Empirical Research 2.0: IS

Does this  conceptualization  pass  the test  of  a  second empirical  survey? Looking again  into IS

communication  on  telegram we  may  easily  notice  many  new groups  and  channels  starting  in

December 2018. This may the first indicator that a historical investigation into the development of

jihadism, in our case: IS, is necessary for an understanding of this phenomenon. The second in-

dicator is the changing content communicated.

Taking March 2019 and a sample of IS-related groups and channels on  telegram emerging since

December 2018 as our frame of reference, we will note the increasing number of references to nabī

and rasūl. Correlating the numer of groups and channels and the cross-posting in these IS-related

outlets  the  numer  will  decrease.  However,  there  is  still  a  noticeable  growth of  the  number  of

references to the prophet.

The Lego brick warehouse of IS quotations consists of a number of quotations44 of the prophet, even

a larger number of quotations selected from Islamic history of ideas, esp., Ibn Qayyim al-Gawziyya

and Ibn Taymiyya, but others, too, personalities of jihadi history, esp., Abū Mus‘ab al-Zarqāwī,

Usāma  bin  Lādin  and  others,  IS-related  jihadi  authors,  esp.,  Abū  Muhammad al-ʿAdnānī,  and

selected Qur‘anic verses.

All these bricks are used to construct the building of IS theology of violence, now the home of a

new theological production disseminated via several online outlets through the IS swarm:

1) audio platforms like al-Bayān (with additional print and other formats) disseminatinf a series of

Fatwas

2) platforms like al-Battār (e. g., short quotations of Ibn al-Qayyim in text inserts or from the IS

caliph or a commentarx on elected Qura‘anic verses)

3) platforms like al-Rawāsī (e. g. short quotations of Abu l-Hasan al-Mujāhid in text inserts)

4) platforms like the journal  al-Nabā‘  having more and more theological contents, e. g., extracts

from the biography of the prophet

5) other textual, audio or visual outlets of the IS swarm showing short references to theological

discussions

6) mere text postings

7) theological elaborations via mp3 (e. g., al-walā‘ wa‘l-barā‘)

44 In many languages; for the new multilingualism of IS see Lohlker, Multilingual again.



8) compared to the former situation in 2014-16 a smaller number of theological texts (may be a

result  of  the  need  of  mobility  after  the  loss  of  territory)  is  published  (some  older  ones  are

republished)

The quantity of  references to the prophet is still comparatively low, other sources for IS theology

abound. So it may be allowed to come to the conclusion that the „method of the prophet“ is a mere

slogan.

Quantitatively  speaking,  Abū  Muhammad  (al-ʿAdnānī)  is  more  important  than  the  prophet

Muhammad. Or in terms of action: Military jihad is more important than theology as we said in the

be-ginning of this chapter

The  changes  in  IS  warfare  from  territorial  control  to  a  full-fledged  guerrilla  (see  below)  are

reflected in an internal discussion, if territorial losses are to be interpreted as a test on a punishment

by god.45 In our context we may notice that the groups and channels surveyed in the second period

clearly are part of the dominant faction in IS following the narrative that the present tribulations are

a  test.  This  is  supported  by  many  quotations  of  the  luminaries  of  the  IS  archive,  esp.,  Abū

Muhammad al-ʿAdnānī, the former IS spokesman killed in 2016.46

The small increase of the numbers of references to the prophet may be understood  as a theological

expression of the restructuring of IS on the ground as a guerrilla movement47 to reconfigure itself as

a movement merging prophetical and messianic projects by jihad legitimized by the theology of

violence specific to IS.

By the way: If we do not regard the prophet and the „methodology of the prophet/prophethood“ as a

core element for IS we may be justified to ask if the IS-caliph – the same audio files and video files

are reissued again and again – is still another core element or much more a symbol for IS as an

organized force than the prophet.

45 For a detailed reconstruction of this debate see Bunzel, „Divine Text“.
46 See Orton, „The Fall“.
47 For a good analysis of this transformation see Orton, „Islamic State Newsletter“.



The Ultimate Goal:  All-out War
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